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As part of a Presidential Initiative, Management is fully implementing ePerformance in 

FY’08.  Management began training in Headquarters in September, and is planning training in 
the field in October 2007.  ePerformance includes both the automation of EPPES into HIHRTS, 
and the re-drafting of performance elements and standards to meet new guidelines known as 
SMART.  ePerformance is currently being used in CPD, FHEO, the Office of Administration, and 
several smaller units. 

 
 
          Because of wide employee dissatisfaction with the current performance evaluation 
process, the Union has looked carefully at the possibility that ePerformance could be better.  If 
fully implemented in accordance with the ePerformance guidebook and Management training, 
ePerformance can be a better process.  But if not implemented properly, it is no better than 
the current process. 
 
          This e:Alert is intended to do three things:  1) help you identify if your managers are 
serious about implementing a new and better performance evaluation process;  2) provide the 
background on implementation of ePerformance and results from two surveys the Union 
conducted of employees already in ePerformance;  and 3) introduce you to Supplement 91, 
the negotiated agreement for implementation agency-wide. (Supplement 81 and 91 are on the 
Council Contract Supplements page. Click here to go to the Contract Supplements page.) 
 
 
1)  Did you get a new car, or is it the same old clunker with the hubcaps spiffed up? 
 
          ePerformance, done right, is a real change from what we currently do.  In the first 
years, it takes a commitment of time and effort.  During initial implementation in FHEO, et al, 
the Deputy Secretary issued a memorandum requiring managers to engage in this process and 
to include employees.  Our surveys revealed that most managers did not meet this standard.   
 

You will be able to tell if your managers are serious about implementing the system 
based upon the time and effort they put into it.  We recommend collaborative meetings 
between groups of employees and their supervisors.  At these meetings, you should be able to 
discuss departmental goals, and your supervisor’s and your role in the accomplishment of 
these goals.  Based upon these discussions, you can work together to determine your 
elements.  You’ll then work together to develop standards for the accomplishment of the 
elements.  The standards should be SMART—Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and 
Time-bound.  These may be further changed in individual meetings with your supervisor to 
take into account individual circumstances, such as collateral duties or differences in work 
assignments.   
           
          When starting the ePerformance process, you should receive a copy of a new handbook 
entitled “Performance Management: an Information Guidebook for HUD Employees 
(September 2006).”  This handbook states that you are to have control and ownership over 
your performance standards. 

http://afgecouncil222.com/consupp.html


 
          Be wary of whether management is actually handing you an owner’s manual to a new 
high-performance system, or merely ripping out a few pages to clean the windshield and shine 
the hubcaps of the same old vehicle. 
 
 
2)  What employees in CPD, Admin, FHEO, and the other areas have told us about 
implementation of ePerformance.   
 
          Management implemented this system in CPD and the Office of Administration without 
Union input in 2005.  The Union provided Management with survey data from affected 
employees showing problems with implementation.  Before extending the program to an 
additional six components in 2006, Management agreed to negotiate Supplement 81 with the 
Union.  During negotiations, the Union advocated for collaborative meetings and more 
employee input into the development of the SMART elements and standards.  Management 
declined to accept the Union’s proposals, but did agree to go back and redo the process for 
CPD and Admin employees, as well as roll out the process to the new areas. 
 
          In preparation for the extension of ePerformance to the whole agency, the Union 
surveyed employees involved in ePerformance to determine if Management’s plan met their 
stated goals for the process.  One survey was conducted after the EPPES development 
process, and the other after the Progress Review. 
 
          The surveys showed that Management failed to meet their goals for implementation.  
Although Management’s handbooks state that ePerformance “only works if you – the employee 
– understand and actively participate in all stages of the process,” our surveys revealed that 
more often than not, employees were not provided the training needed to understand, or 
allowed to participate actively.  Rather than provide hands-on orientation and training to all 
employees as promised, only 81% of employees received any kind of training.   
 
          Further, the survey showed that employees were often not given the opportunity to 
actively participate, or their participation was very limited.  46% reported that they had no 
involvement in the creation of their EPPES, and 21% had minimal involvement.  In other 
words, Management failed to meet their goal of providing active participation for employees 
67% of the time.   
 
          We provided Management with a power point presentation of our survey findings.  We 
asked if a 67% failure rate was “fully successful.”   
 
          Management representatives from the Office of Administration agreed that initial 
implementation was less than fully successful.  To their credit, they worked hard to reach a 
negotiated agreement that is much stronger and provides employees much more leverage to 
secure a better performance management system.  To go to the ePerformance page on our 
website and view the powerpoint presentation and cover memos, click here.  
 
3)  The new performance management system and Supplement 91. 
 
          The law requires that Management create and administer a performance evaluation 
system.  The law further gives Management the right to determine elements and standards.  
Employees may not file a grievance regarding the elements and standards themselves, but 
they may grieve the application of the elements and standards.  Nothing in the Supplement 
has changed these fundamental rights and restrictions. 
 
          Nonetheless, a lot has changed—from training to development to content to application 
of standards and elements.  The Office of Administration came to the table ready to establish a 
new process not only for employees, but for managers and supervisors, too.  Don’t take this 
new system lightly.  Your participation will be important to your success. 
 

http://afgecouncil222.com/eperform/eperform.html


          Training and Orientation:  We believe that the Office of Administration is taking their 
obligations to provide you with training seriously.  This includes providing opportunities for you 
to ask questions about ePerformance.  See paragraph 2 of Supplement 91. 
 
          Development of SMART Elements and Standards:  HQ and Hubs may provide draft 
standards, but you and your supervisor have the right to modify them.  Prior to 
communicating new elements and standards, your supervisor must hold a performance 
planning meeting and provide you with information about “performance parameters,” such as 
department goals, travel funding, staffing plans and other things that will impact your 
performance plan.  At two stages in the development process, supervisors must consider your 
input in the development of your performance plan.  See paragraph 3 of Supplement 91. 
 
          Application of SMART Standards:  To be applied, a SMART standard must meet the 
SMART standard methodology.  The Supplement provides details on what it means for a 
standard to be Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time-bound.  You may not be 
given higher goals than your supervisor or your non-bargaining unit peers.  And you have the 
right to know which supervisors and managers are permitted to contribute to your rating.  See 
paragraphs 5, 7 and 11 of Supplement 91. 
 
          Conduct of Progress Reviews and Final Reviews:  Where possible, Progress Reviews 
must be conducted face-to-face—not left on work desks or dropped in inboxes.  Further, there 
are only six acceptable reasons for the delay of performance ratings—“I haven’t gotten to it,” 
isn’t an acceptable reason.  And the HIHRTS system will be modified to allow for employee 
comments within three days after receipt of the final review.  See paragraphs 12, 13 and 15 of 
Supplement 91. 
 
          Notification to the Local Union:  Management must notify your Local Union of all 
ePerformance training and performance plan meetings scheduled.  If requested, Management 
must provide the Union with the information necessary for the Union to fully participate, such 
as travel and training budgets, staffing plans, departmental goals, etc.  The Union may receive 
copies of the performance plans, including elements and standards.  And the conduct of these 
matters in your office is subject to local bargaining.  See paragraphs 2(h), 3(b)(3), 18, 19 and 
23 of Supplement 91. 
 
          ePerformance can result in a better, more interactive, performance evaluation process.  
Our goal in Supplement 91 is to provide a framework for you to insist on a better process.   
 
          For more information on Supplement 91, talk with your Local Union representative.  For 
more information on ePerformance, ask your Administrative Officer about the ePerformance 
training schedule and resources. 
 
          We want to thank the many people who made Supplement 91 possible.  We relied on:  
volunteers who created, administered, and analyzed the surveys; employees in FHEO, CPD and 
the other cylinders who responded to the surveys; Union bargaining team members for 
Supplements 91 and 81 who researched performance management systems and pressed for 
quality changes; and management and staff in the Office of Administration who seek to be 
accountable for implementation of a new and better performance management system.  We 
hope that the managers and supervisors implementing the new system hold themselves to the 
same standard of accountability. 
 
In solidarity, 
 
Carolyn Federoff, 
President, AFGE Council 222 
 

 
This e:Newsletter is intended for AFGE Council 222 bargaining unit employees. Questions or comments? Hit reply or send 

email to: AFGECouncil222@hud.gov 
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Contract Supplements and MOUs (Memorandum of Understanding) for current contract 





  Contract MOU/Supplement Index: Click on the letters MOU or Supplement Number to open the file. Most  are in .pdf format.


  		MOU or SUPP # 		TITLE		DATE

		95		REASSIGNMENT OF EMPLOYEES OF THE OFFICE OF FIELD POLICY AND MGMT (FPM)		09/20/07

		93		HANDBOOK ON PAY, LEAVE AND OTHER BENEFITS DURING EMERGENCY/DISASTER SITUATIONS 		partial sign 

		92		DETAIL EXCHANGE PROGRAM		partial sign 

		91		IMPLEMENTATION OF EPERFORMANCE AT HUD 		08/01/07

		56A		AMENDMENT TO CHILD CARE SUBSIDY PROGRAM SUPPLEMENT 56 		05/29/07

		MOU		FISCAL YEAR 2007 STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM 		05/29/07

		88		BUYOUT FOR AFGE BARGAINING UNIT EMPLOYEES IN FPM AND OCIO		05/11/07

		87		SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS (SLAs) PILOT PROGRAM 		05/11/07

		86		NEW FPM OPERATING PROTOCOLS		07/03/07

		85		HUD HANDBOOK, INCENTIVE AWARDS, 2195.1		03/13/2007

		84		HOMELAND SECURITY PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTIVE 12 		03/13/2007

		83		RECRUITMENT, RELOCATION AND RETENTION INCENTIVES HANDBOOK 		02/08/2007

		82		PANDEMIC INFLUENZA OUTBREAK GUIDANCE 		12/13/2006

		81		IMPLEMENTATION OF ePERFORMANCE AT HUD 		10/16/2006

		80		EMPLOYEE'S MANDATORY ENTRY OF INFO INTO EMERGENCY CONTACT INFO COMPONENT OF HIHRTS 		09/24/2006

		79		HUD EMERGENCY INFO HOTLINE 1-866-INFO-HUD (1-866-463-6483)		no date yet 

		MOU		GRANTS FIELD REP 120-DAY ROTATIONAL ASSIGNMENT TO HQ OCIO 		09/21/2006

		78		OFFICE OF CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (OCIO) INFORMATION TECH (IT) MODERNIZATION		10/17/2006

		MOU		STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM 		06/28/2006

		76		RightNow TECHNOLOGIES SYSTEM 		06/01/2006

		MOU		OCIO MODERNIZATION OF HUD CORRESPONDENCE TRACKING REPORT 		04/21/2006

		75		CHG IN LIMITATION ON PERMITTED TIMES TO WORK CREDIT HRS COVERED BY SECTION 17.04(2)(a)3 OF HUD/AFGE AGREEMENT AND SUPPLEMENT 67, SEC 7 		03/01/2006

		74		REORGANIZATION OF THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF PROCUREMENT OFFICER (OCPO)		02/03/2006

		73		VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE PAYMENTS (BUYOUTS) FOR EMPLOYEES IN OFFICE OF ADMIN 		??/??/2005

		72		INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECURITY POLICY - HNDBK 2400.25, REV 1		12/14/2005

		MOU		EMPLOYEE SKILLS ASSESSMENT SURVEY 		12/01/2005

		71		VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE PAYMENTS (BUYOUTS) FOR EMPLOYEES IN OFFICE OF HSG		09/2005

		70		REALIGNMENT OF OFFICE OF THE CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (OCIO) (includes sidebar)		09/2005

		69		HUD HANDBOOK 2200.01, CHAPTER 13 - SPACE MGMT 		03/14/2006

		68		VOLUNTARY SEP INCENTIVE PYMTS (BUYOUTS) FOR EMPLOYEES OF IT DIV OF ADMIN SERV CTRS 		07/2005

		67a-A		NATIONWIDE 6:00 AM ARRIVAL TIME PROGRAM 67A AMENDED 		07/24/2006

		67a		NATIONWIDE 6:00 AM ARRIVAL TIME PROGRAM 		06/23/2006

		MOU		ADMIN LEAVE FOR NON-PROFIT VOLUNTEERS 		2005

		67		IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NATIONWIDE 6:00 AM ARRIVAL TIME PROGRAM 		06/22/2005

		66		FEDTRAVELER SYSTEM (E-TRAVEL)		04/27/05

		65-A		HIHRTS (65 above) and the HR Connect Component/Disciplinary Action 		 no date 

		65		IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HUD INTEGRATED HUMAN RESOURCES TRACKING SYSTEM (HIHRTS)		03/21/2005

		64SB		SUPPLEMENT 64 SIDE BAR 		 

		64		OFFICE OF FIELD POLICY AND MGMT (FPM) VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE PROGRAM (BUYOUT)		02/16/2005

		63		DEPT OF HUD CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS (COOP) HNDBK/POLICY (replaces Supp 47) 		02/11/2005

		62		REASSIGNMENT OF CUSTOMER SERVICE EMPLOYEES 		12/03/2004

		61		OFFICE OF FAIR HSG AND EQUAL OPP (FHEO) REASSIGNMENT OF BARGAINING UNIT EMPLOYEES (BUE) 		09/30/2004

		60		ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRESERVATION 		10/05/2004

		59		OFFICE OF FAIR HOUSING AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY (FHEO) REALIGNMENT 		09/02/2004

		58		ESTABLISHMENT OF QUALITY ASSURANCE & PROG SUPPORT DIVS WITH OFFICE OF PUBLIC & INDIAN HOUSING (PIH) 		08/31/2004

		57		REORGANIZATION/REALIGNMENT OFFICE OF NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAMS (ONAP) 		08/31/2004

		56		CHILD CARE SUBSIDY PROGRAM 		05/28/2004

		55		STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM 		05/27/2004

		54		BUYOUTS		 

		53		CPD (OFFICE OF COMMUNITY PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT) REORG/REALIGNMENT 		no date 

		52		HUD INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (HITS) CONTRACT 		01/26/2004

		51		INTERIM SUPPLEMENT CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICE (HITS) CONTRACT 		11/21/2003

		50		ENTRY PROC INQ & CORRECTION SYS (EPIC) & SYS FOR TIME/ATTENDANCE REPORT (STAR WEB)		12/01/2003

		49		SINGLE FAMILY POINT OF CONTACT 		10/06/2003

		48		REORGANIZATION/REALIGNMENT OGC/DEC 		10/06/2003

		47		IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS (COOP) HANDBOOK (replaced by Supp 33) 		05/06/2004

		46		PILOT PROGRAM 6:00 AM ARRIVAL TIME 		08/14/2003

		45		RELOCATION ALLOWANCE POLICY 		07/09/2003

		44		RESTRUCTURING OF OTAR/TARC TO PIH 		05/01/2003

		43		ELECTRONIC MAIL POLICY 		06/06/2003

		42		WINDOWS XP 		05/19/2003

		41		REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS 		03/22/2003

		40		HUD FIELD ENVIRONMENT STAFF 		02/06/2003

		39		OPERATING PROTOCOLS 		10/29/2002

		38		REALIGNMENT OFFICE OF DAS/CFO AND PAHD 		09/24/2002

		37		TRAVEL BONUS WHILE ON OFFICIAL TRAVEL 		08/30/2002

		 		PROJECT HIRE GRIEVANCE OF THE PARTIES 		 

		36		TEAM		05/22/2002

		35		FIELD POLICY MANAGEMENT 		03/28/2002

		34		RESTRUCTING OFFICE OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ADMINISTRATION 		01/04/2002

		33hq		VOLUNTARY SEPARATION (BUYOUTS) FOR OCIO (Local 476 Suplement that encompasses all) 		12/06/2005

		33A		HANDBOOK 2200.01 ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES POLICY- CHAPTER 12 		03/25/2004

		33		HANDBOOK 2200.01 ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES POLICY 		03/25/2004

		32		OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION FIELD REORGANIZATION 		 

		31		ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR) 		12/01/2000

		30		REALIGNMENT OFFICE OF LABOR RELATIONS 		08/18/2000

		29		ADVANCE IN PAY 		04/13/2000 

		28		MULTIFAMILY ACCELERATED PROCESSING 		04/13/2000

		27		PAYMENT OF IMPREST FUNDS 		03/25/2000

		26		REORGANIZATION CPO NY AND PHILADELPHIA 		03/10/2000

		25		REAC AND PIH INCOME VERIFICATION CENTER 		02/11/2000

		24		LIMITED PERSONAL USE OF COMPUTERS 		02/03/2000

		23		2000		02/03/2000

		22		SR. CB TO SUPERVISE SINGLE FAMILY EMPLOYEES W/NO ON-SITE SUPERVISOR 		12/22/1999

		21		REORGANIZATION SINGLE FAMILY LOSS MITIGATION 		11/03/1999

		20		PAYMENT FOR TRAVEL 		11/05/1999

		19		PAYMENT BY HTMS 		11/04/1999

		18		TELEPHONE SYSTEM IN HOMEOWNERSHIP CENTERS 		08/25/1999

		17		HANDBOOK 2400.24 INFORMATION SECURITY PROGRAM 		11/03/1999

		16		CFO REORGANIZATION OF FIELD ACCOUNT CENTER 		07/25/1999

		15		HANDBOOK 0752.02 ADVERSE ACTION 		09/20/2000

		14		HANDBOOK 0432.01 PERFORMANCE BASED REDUCTION IN GRADE 		09/20/2000

		13		HTMS		06/17/1999

		12		BUSINESS CARDS 		06/01/1999

		11		REORGANIZATION OF THE OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION 		05/25/1999

		10		2020 REORGANIZATION OF OFFICE OF NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAMS 		06/01/1999

		9		REORGANIZATION FIELD ECONOMISTS POLICY DEV AND RESEARCH		04/05/1999

		8		REORGANIZATION OFFICE OF DAS FOR SINGLE FAMILY 		12/18/1998

		7		IMPLEMENTATION AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE (ATM) CASH ADVANCE PROGRAM 		11/16/1998

		6		REORGANIZATION OF CONTRACTING FUNCTIONS 		07/30/1998

		5		ADMINISTRATION TRANSFORMATION PLAN 		04/21/1998

		4		ESTABLISHMENT OF 4-10 WORK SCHEDULE 		02/27/1998

		3		TELEWORK		02/27/1998

		2		HUD ENFORCEMENT CENTER 		02/23/1998

		1		ELIMINATION OF SIGN-IN SIGN-OUT ESTABLISHMENT OF FLEXITOUR 		02/11/1998
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